Extracellular matrix (ECM) structure and biochemistry provide cell-instructive cues that promote and regulate tissue growth, function, and repair. From a structural perspective, the ECM is a scaffold that guides the self-assembly of cells into distinct functional tissues. The ECM promotes the interaction between individual cells and between different cell types, and increases the strength and resilience of the tissue in mechanically dynamic environments. From a biochemical perspective, factors regulating cell-ECM adhesion have been described and diverse aspects of cell-ECM interactions in health and disease continue to be clarified. Natural ECMs therefore provide excellent design rules for tissue engineering scaffolds. The design of regenerative three-dimensional (3D) engineered scaffolds is informed by the target ECM structure, chemistry, and mechanics, to encourage cell infiltration and tissue genesis. This can be achieved using nanofibrous scaffolds composed of polymers that simultaneously recapitulate 3D ECM architecture, high-fidelity nanoscale topography, and bio-activity. Their high porosity, structural anisotropy, and bio-activity present unique advantages for engineering 3D anisotropic tissues. Here, we use the heart as a case study and examine the potential of ECM-inspired nanofibrous scaffolds for cardiac tissue engineering. We asked: Do we know enough to build a heart? To answer this question, we tabulated structural and functional properties of myocardial and valvular tissues for use as design criteria, reviewed nanofiber manufacturing platforms and assessed their capabilities to produce scaffolds that meet our design criteria. Our knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the heart, as well as our ability to create synthetic ECM scaffolds have advanced to the point that valve replacement with nanofibrous scaffolds may be achieved in the short term, while myocardial repair requires further study in vitro and in vivo.
Introduction
In their 2002 Viewpoint article, Hench and Polak [1] described a transition to "Third-Generation Biomedical Materials" that stimulate specific cellular responses to promote endogenous tissue regeneration and help the body to heal itself. To accomplish this goal, implanted scaffolds should first minimize toxic response in the host and subsequently recapitulate properties of the native tissue's extracellular matrix (ECM) to promote cell assembly into functional tissues. Mechanotransduction through the cell-ECM interface plays a fundamental role in regulating tissue homeostasis, growth, and regeneration [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In muscular organs, ECM morphology and elasticity regulate cell shape and coordinate myofibril assembly, thereby influencing tissue architecture and contractile strength [8] [9] [10] [11] . Specifically in the heart, a fibrillar ECM network provides guidance cues that direct the spatial and temporal synchrony of cardiac development. Thus, recapitulation of this ECM network using fibrous materials may be a crucial design consideration of engineered cardiac tissues. We therefore asked whether fiber-based scaffolds can be used to guide the assembly of functional cardiac tissues.
The use of fibrous cell culture substrates to study tissue regeneration can be traced back at least a century to the work of Ross Granville Harrison who, in 1914 [12] , cultured embryonic frog and chick cells on spider silk, noting that "the solid support influence[d] the form and arrangement assumed by the moving cells" and cells were "arranged with reference to the web fibers, and they [were] usually drawn out into long processes". Contact guided cell growth was subsequently studied on diverse substrates (e.g., glass fibers [13] , oriented collagen [14] and micropatterned features [15] ) but predictable tissue assembly required discovery and classification of tissue-specific structures, cell types, cell adhesion proteins [16] [17] [18] [19] , and their interactions with the extra-cellular microenvironment [4, 20, 21] . Extensive study of these components and properties of cell-ECM interaction provide a mechanistic understanding of tissue self-assembly that can be incorporated into the design specifications of engineered tissues to guide the development of more physiologically-relevant cellular scaffolds [22] [23] [24] . Scaffolds composed of fibrous materials are increasingly used for regenerative medicine because fiber manufacturing platforms now exist capable of producing fibers with a wide range of structural and biochemical properties [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Fiber scaffolds fabricated using these techniques can mimic the native ECM and be woven or otherwise assembled into organ-scale structures with adequate porosity and structural stability to support cell infiltration and assembly [30] . Moreover, the incorporation of bioactive molecules into synthetic fibrous scaffolds, such as native ECM components and growth factors, may enhance the development of engineered tissues into more accurate tissue analogs and promote healthy integration into diseased or injured tissues [31] .
In this review, we focus on the use of fibrous scaffolds for cardiac tissue repair because the heart is one of the least regenerative organs in the body [32] and natural healing processes can result in deleterious remodeling following insult or disease [33, 34] . We narrow our focus to the myocardium and aortic valve to illustrate the diversity of the heart's sub-structures and the unique requirements for distinct repair strategies. We begin by summarizing properties of the myocardium and heart valves that serve as design criteria for scaffolds. These include multiscale structural and functional properties of the ECM, cells, tissues, and organs that we tabulate and rank according to their current utility in engineering design. We then describe scaffold manufacturing platforms and assess their capabilities to produce scaffolds that meet our design criteria. The effectiveness of nanofibrous scaffolds to promote cardiac cell assembly into functional myocardial tissues is examined by highlighting in vitro and in vivo use of bioactive myocardial patches. Exploratory experiments using myocardial patches provide a test bed for biotic-abiotic interface optimization aimed at restoring tissue-level function. This is important because although heart function can be restored by abiotic prosthetics [35] , regenerative strategies that address biological aspects of heart function may improve host integration for more permanent and adaptive repair while eliminating the need for external power sources that currently hamper abiotic artificial hearts and increase the patient's risk of infection. Crucially, cardiac tissue engineering provides increasingly accurate in vitro models of cardiac health and disease for drug discovery [36, 37] , cardiac stem cell biology [38] [39] [40] [41] , and cell-ECM interactions [33, 42, 43] .
Design criteria for engineered cardiac tissues
The heart is a muscular pump tasked with continuously providing efficient blood transport throughout the body. This is achieved through hierarchical control of structure and function integrated over multiple spatial scales [2, 6] . A key challenge in the field of tissue engineering is defining the standards by which successful replication of native tissue function is achieved, particularly in light of increasing demand for patient-relevant tissue models created using human stem cells. What metrics should be used to determine the success of an engineered tissue fabricated using a fibrous scaffold? Physical material properties, two dimensional planar alignment and three dimensional architecture are important aspects of native tissues that must be recreated in engineered scaffolds to guide cellular self-assembly. Additionally, biochemical properties, degradation kinetics, and bioactive components must be optimized to recapitulate or trigger specific in vivo responses and tissue development in engineered tissues meant for implantation.
In order to fabricate biomimetic tissues that recapitulate the function of the heart, it is first necessary to quantitatively define the relevant structural and performance attributes that define normal physiological function. Although the standard comparison for the developed functionality of an engineered tissue is the native tissue it is designed to repair or replace, should native tissue chemical and mechanical properties also serve as design criteria for fiber scaffolds? Alternatively, should some immature or basic model of the tissue structure and composition be the standard for a fibrous scaffold: a structure and composition that will best initiate scaffold remodeling and tissue formation once implanted? Measurements of physical features and functional outputs, such as those listed in Table 1 , can be used to define target values that serve as quality control metrics for assessing the degree to which engineered tissues faithfully mimic their native counterpart ( Fig. 1A) . Comprehensive, quantitative comparison of engineered tissues versus healthy, mature tissues using machine learning approaches [44, 45] and statistical metrics, such as strictly standardized mean difference, could provide robust, standardized quality assurance rubrics for determining the fitness of engineered tissues for regenerative therapy applications [46] . Traditional tissue engineering approaches involve scaffold to tissue fabrication: scaffold production, in vitro cell seeding, in vitro cell-scaffold conditioning to form tissue, and finally implantation. At each phase, metrics are defined to determine success, for example, mechanical/chemical properties of the raw scaffold, efficiency of seeding, degree of remodeling by the cells during conditioning in vitro, and the eventual functionality of the implanted construct. Most importantly, these metrics help to answer the question: Can we build a heart? by allowing one to determine which aspects of tissue structure and function are well defined, and which require further investigation ( Fig. 1B) . Below, we describe key structural and functional properties of the myocardium and cardiac valves that serve as design criteria for engineered fibrous scaffolds capable of restoring normal function after injury or disease.
Multiscale structure of striated heart muscle
Anisotropic tissue architecture is a hallmark of heart muscle which may be recapitulated using nanofibrous scaffolds. It has been shown that the heart can be unraveled ( Fig. 2A ) [47] to reveal a helical-laminar assembly of hierarchically organized fibrillar structures: Epiphyseal fibers surround the myocardium, perimysial fibers surround groups of cardiomyocytes, and endomysial fibers wrap individual cardiomyocytes [48] . Individual myofibers contain chains of contractile cardiomyocytes that are physically connected by intercalated discs that contain gap junctions which provide electrical continuity and are surrounded by the perimysial ECM ( Fig. 2B ). Perimysial fibers are mostly parallel with the long axis of the muscle and contribute to the directional contraction of cell bundles [49] . Helically overlapping myocardial fibers are arranged into distinct laminas four to six myocytes thick and separated from adjacent laminas by an extracellular collagen network [50] . The complete arrangement of bundled myofibers around the ventricles forms a helicoid that economizes fiber length and optimizes ejection fraction during ventricular contraction ( Fig. 2C) [51] .
The complex geometry of the heart arises from precisely choreographed cellular interactions with soluble factors, neighboring cells, and the ECM that guide cellular fate decisions at each stage of development [52] [53] [54] . Boundary conditions presented by the ECM potentiate precise and predictable parallel alignment and bundling of myofibrils as they organize within and across cell boundaries during cardiomyocyte development [55] [56] [57] . Physical interactions between cardiomyocytes and the ECM mediate transmission of a variety of signaling cues that act through a mechanical linkage with the cardiomyocyte cytoskeleton (CSK) that may influence the activation of gene expression programs that direct changes in phenotypic state [2, 11, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . In the heart, physical attachment of the cardiomyocyte CSK to the surrounding ECM is mediated by costameres, vinculin-containing rib-like bands localized to the z-discs of sarcomeres ( Fig. 2D ), that encircle the cardiomyocyte perpendicular to its long axis. They serve as sites for cell attachment, bidirectional mechanotransduction between the cell and ECM [63] , and mechanical load-dependent modulation of cardiomyocyte development and pathophysiology [64] [65] [66] . Regionalized differences in structural and mechanical cues imparted on cardiomyocytes over the course of heart development activate gene regulatory networks that drive cells toward the cell fate attractor states necessary for chamber specification [11, 52, 62, 67] . Alterations in the mechanical load on the heart during physiological and pathological hypertrophy have been shown to activate distinct gene expression programs to provide context-specific cellular responses aimed at maintaining heart function in response to the dynamic physical microenvironmental cues elicited in these conditions [68] . In the healthy myocyte, integrins are commonly localized within costameres, anchoring the sarcomeric z-discs in the outermost regions of the myofibrillar array [2] . In long-term monolayer culture, cardiomyocytes remodel their adhesive structures and reorganize costameres into planar focal adhesions found in nonmuscle cells [69] suggesting that cardiomyocyte contractility would be optimal in a 3D ECM environment that allows the adoption of the rod-like architecture that typifies the adult myocardium. Further, the native myocardial ECM supports dynamic mechanical loading that places specific requirements on surrogate materials used in myocardial tissue engineering to provide an appropriate set of physical cues that activate the gene regulatory networks that give rise to desirable structural and functional properties. The relative proportions of ECM proteins such as collagens, fibronectin, and laminin, change during development and maturation of myocardial tissues, reflecting developmental stage-dependent differences in regenerative capacities arising from this shift in ECM composition ( Table 2 ). It has been shown that cardiomyocytes are sensitive to the increase in microenvironmental elasticity that results from increased collagen I expression during development, demonstrating an increase in myofibril protein expression and sarcomere alignment with increased tissue elasticity [70] . The adult myocardium is one of the least regenerative tissues in the body and cardiomyocyte deficiency underlies most causes of heart failure [32] . Cardiomyocyte renewal rates in the postnatal heart are not definitively known [71] : Bergmann et al. [72] estimated that~50% of cardiomyocytes are renewed over a normal human lifespan but higher rates were reported in young adults by Mollova et al. [73] . There is also evidence that in both neonatal and adult mammals, proliferation of pre-existing cardiomyocytes contributes to myocyte turnover [74] and that myocyte turnover can be enhanced by the ECM [43] . Further elucidation of the role that the ECM plays in regulating myocyte proliferation may provide a possible strategy to engineer scaffolds that recapitulate the endogenous myocardial regenerative capacity observed during early stages of heart development. This forms the basis of a vertically-integrated developmental build that gives rise to synchronous formation of the heart chambers and the supporting components that allow coordinated electrical and contractile function. [50] with permission from the American Physiological Society. (C) Color map of myocardial fiber orientation obtained using diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DTI). Full-color scheme represents fiber orientations, simplified tractography is shown. Adapted from [113] with permission from Elsevier; and (D) confocal fluorescence image of a cardiomyocyte: F-actin (green), α-actinin (red), magnified inset shows sarcomeric striations, scale bar = 10 μm. Reprinted from [114] with permission from Elsevier; (E) schematic depicting cardiac myofibril organization in vivo. Integrins colocalized to the costamere help mechanically couple the intracellular z-disc to the extra-cellular matrix (ECM). z-Discs anchor the contractile actin-myosin machinery. Adjacent myocytes are coupled to each other via adherens junctions. Reprinted from [2] with permission from Elsevier. 
Cardiac pacing
Cardiac contractions are controlled by the sinoatrial (SA) node and Purkinje fibers that form a specialized excitatory and conduction system [75] . The SA node is the pacemaker of the heart, responsible for initiation of the heartbeat and the branching Purkinje fibers ensure that impulses are rapidly conducted throughout the heart to synchronize contraction and optimize ejection fraction. Life-threatening arrhythmias resulting from dysfunctional pacing have been revolutionized by electronic pacemakers but their reliance on batteries and electronic control systems highlight potential advantages of biological or bioelectronic tandem approaches to cardiac pacing [76, 77] , including genetic engineering [78] and cell implantation [79] . The recent advent of cardiac optogenetics, where transgenic expression of light-gated ion channels permits optical control of cardiac pacing [80, 81] and termination of reentrant electrical activation [82] (e.g., spiral waves), suggests that gene and cell delivery methods can be used to impart light sensitivity on cardiac tissues for low-energy pacing of target cells [83] . In addition to the promise of optogenetics for developing improved tissue engineered pacemakers, it is also necessary to faithfully recapitulate the anisotropic electromechanical syncytium of healthy myocardial tissue to ensure proper electrical propagation and contractile synchrony.
Multiscale functional properties of striated heart muscle: conduction and contraction
In order to maintain efficient heart function, the myocytes comprising the myocardium must maintain parallel alignment of sarcomeres and form electro-mechanical linkages between individual cardiomyocytes comprising myocardial tissues to ensure coordinated activity across multiple spatial scales, up to the organ level ( Fig. 3A) . At the nanoscale, CSK/ ECM coupling ensures that cardiomyocyte CSK and motor units align in the direction of the ECM for coordinated propagation of excitation wavefronts through gap junctions in the cardiac musculature. Interruption of the ordered wavefront propagation can be arrhythmogenic and is associated with various cardiomyopathies [2] . Conduction velocity (CV) is consistently greatest in the fiber direction such that longitudinal CV L exceeds transverse CV T by a factor of~2-10, depending on measurement region and pacing rate (Table 3 ) [84, 85] . 3D mapping of activation projected onto tissue structure reveals that electrical activity spreads in three distinct directions from an intramural LV point stimulus, corresponding with local microstructural axes [86] . Active electric properties were determined to be anisotropic transverse to the myofiber direction, and principal local CVs in the fiber direction and transverse to it were 67 ± 1.9, 30 ± 1, and 17 ± 0.4 cm/s (anisotropy ratios: 4:1 & 8:1). The laminar architecture of ventricular myocardium thus gives rise to orthotropic electric properties with slow propagation normal to laminae [86, 87] .
Contractile force generated by the heart increases with increasing myocardial strain during diastole. This fundamental property whereby the heart synchronizes cardiac output with venous return is known as the "Frank-Starling Law" and was appreciated by 19th century physiologists [88] . We now know that calcium-dependent activation of sarcomeric proteins underlies this length-tension relationship [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] and tension generated by individual cardiomyocytes depends on cell and sarcomere length, SL ( Fig. 3B , C, Table 4 ) [96] [97] [98] [99] . As summarized by Shiels & White [96] in their commentary on the Frank-Starling mechanism in vertebrate cardiomyocytes, end systolic SL~1.9-2.0·μm and end diastolic SL~2.2-2.4·μm. SL-dependent cardiomyocyte contractile force scales to volume-dependent ventricle contractile force and stroke work due to coordinated activity of the myocardial syncytium.
Conduction velocities are generally lower in engineered tissues than in whole organs. Whereas longitudinal and transverse conduction velocities (CV L and CV T , respectively) are on the order of CV L~2 0 cm/s and CV T~1 0 cm/s for engineered tissues, they are CV L~7 0 cm/s and CV T~2 5 cm/s for whole human left ventricles (Table 3 ). Conduction velocity depends on gap junctional conductance (in silico: [100] ) that is partly determined by the activity of gap junction channel proteins, the assembly and function of which may be limited in vitro using previously dissociated cells [101] . Similarly, contractile stresses generated by whole organs are larger than those generated by engineered tissues. Whereas human LV contractile stresses are on the order of 100 kPa, human ventricular muscle strips generated~40 kPa and hESC-CM 12 kPa (Table 4 ). This discrepancy is expected when immature stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes are used to build tissues or when cells that are isolated from patients loose function in vitro. As with the case of conduction velocities, this discrepancy may arise, at least in part, from non-ideal cell connectivity. We expect improved stem cell maturation protocols and in vitro culture methods to reduce the gap between engineered and natural tissue contractile stress generation capacity. Fibrous scaffolds can play a significant role here, as they provide 3D in vitro cell culture substrates that can guide cardiomyocyte assembly and promote functional maturation.
Ventricle elastance and strain
Myocardial tissue is mechanically dynamic with time-dependent elastic properties, some of which are listed in Table 5 . Ventricular end systolic/diastolic pressure/volume relations (ESPVR/EDPVR) are used to estimate LV elastance in systole or diastole [102] . Shear stiffness during LV contraction closely matches chamber pressure during diastole, and systole ( Fig. 3D ), demonstrating the importance of designing fibrous scaffolds capable of withstanding dynamic changes in the mechanical environment [103] . In contrast to the nonlinear EDPVR, the ESPVR is approximately linear over a wide range of conditions and its slope, E es , known as end systolic elastance, can be accurately measured noninvasively [104] . E es and the slope of EDPVR at low volumes represent the maximum and minimum, respectively, of the time-dependent elastance, E(t) ( Fig. 3E ). Typical values for E es summarized by Gayat et al. [105] are: E es~2 .0 mm Hg/ml in normal hearts, E es b 1.0 mm Hg/ml in dilated failing hearts and E es~4 .0 mm Hg/ml in hypertrophied hearts.
Myocardial tissue is subjected to significant mechanical strain, often exceeding 20% between systole and diastole, depending on the location within the left ventricle (Table 6 ). Increased myocardial stiffness is associated with elevated end diastolic pressure in pressure-overloaded but not volume-overloaded ventricles [106] . Zhang et al. [107] found longitudinal and circumferential strain, as well as strain rate, to be highly correlated with E es . This suggests that, because these measures reflect chamber elastance and contractility, strain measurements provide added value to ejection fraction in the prediction of adverse outcomes.
Cardiac valve structure
Cardiac valves maintain unidirectional blood flow through the heart by coordinated action of thin membranous structures known as leaflets or cusps. Key structural and functional properties of the cardiac valves are summarized in Table 7 . Valve tissue undergoes significant remodeling throughout life and in response to environmental stimuli [139] . However, aberrant valve remodeling can lead to valvular diseases that alter blood flow and mechanical loads placed on the myocardium, ultimately disrupting broad aspects of cardiac function [140, 141] . During the cardiac cycle, increased or decreased left ventricular pressure in systole or diastole, respectively, force the aortic valve leaflets to open and close ( Fig. 4A ), a process that is repeated~3 billion times over the course of an average lifetime [142] . Aortic valve leaflets contain three layers with collagen fibers predominant in the fibrosa, a GAG-rich matrix in the spongiosa, and elastin sheets in the ventricularis [143] . Collagen fibers within the valve leaflets are load bearing during diastole (closure) and oriented principally in the circumferential direction. Elastin fibers are responsible for leaflet recoil during systole (opening) and are principally oriented in the radial direction of the leaflet (Fig. 4B ). Disoriented ECM fibers are a hallmark of valve disease (Fig. 4A ) although their exact orientation and bundle size are distinctive of each leaflet ( Fig. 4C ). To study the effects of collagen fiber alignment on valve kinematics and hemodynamics, Marom et al. [144] used numerical fluid-structure interaction models of asymmetric mapped collagen fiber networks from measurements of porcine valve and a simplified-symmetric network ( Fig. 4C ). They showed that fibers carried most of the mechanical load and asymmetric internal structure had a considerable impact on the hemodynamics. Regions with less dense fiber network were subjected to higher internal stress and flow shear stress magnitudes and, therefore, are at higher risk of damage. Numerous attempts have been made to fabricate tissue engineered scaffolds that recapitulate the structure and function of native heart valves [169, [217] [218] [219] . By constructing the trileaflet global structure of semilunar valves using fibrous material, in vitro cell seeding allows for physiologically-relevant conditioning that provides structural and mechanical cues for tissue formation before implantation.
Cardiac valves exhibit pronounced structure-function relationships that are often disrupted in valvular heart disease (VHD) and result in Adapted from [101] with permission from the National Academy of Sciences; Middle: anisotropic conduction in a patterned engineered cardiac tissue construct. Reprinted from [135] with permission from the National Academy of Sciences; Epicardial action potential texture mapping during epicardial pacing of a rabbit heart at location, p. Adapted from [136] with permission from the international society for optics and photonics; (B) mechano-chemical couplings driving cardiomyocyte contraction modeled in silico (solid lines), fitting experimental data obtained by Weiwad et al. [137] , highlighting the SL-active tension relationship for skinned cardiac cells activated in solutions with increasing Ca 2+ concentrations. Filled circles, pCa = 4.9; filled squares, pCa = 5.46; open triangles, pCa = 5.7. Reprinted from [138] with permission from the Royal Society; (C) Diagram representing end-diastolic and end-systolic force-length relations (EDFLR and ESFLR, respectively) of a Guinea pig intact isolated ventricular cardiomyocyte. The EDFLR (dashed line, blue) is obtained by monitoring passive tension (force required to arrive at different pre-loads), while ESFLR (dotted line, red) is constructed by recording total force at the end of contractions, initiated from a range of different pre-loads (here covering a sarcomere length, SL, range from 1.85 to 2.05 μm). Reprinted from [98] with permission from Springer; and (D) plots of time-dependent ventricular pressure and stiffness during the cardiac cycle, measured in a healthy adult pig's left ventricle. The myocardium is stiffer in systole than in diastole. Reprinted from [103] with permission from Wiley; and (E) use of intra-ventricular pressure-volume loops to estimate the end-systolic pressure-volume relationship (ESPVR). The linear ESPVR is characterized by a slope (E es ) and a volume axis intercept (V o ). In contrast, the diastolic pressure-volume points define a nonlinear end-diastolic pressure/volume relationship (EDPVR). Reprinted from [102] with permission from the American Physiological Society. abnormal valve leaflet number, morphology, mechanical properties, and/or biochemical composition [145] [146] [147] . For example, calcific aortic valve disease initiation is associated with fibrotic collagen accumulation and disorientation, which leads to thickened, stiffened valve leaflets and a deterioration in function [148] . Valve leaflets contain valvular interstitial cells (VICs) and the leaflets are coated by a monolayer of valvular endothelial cells (VECs) that are in contact with circulating blood. VICs are associated with remodeling and repair [149] but their dysregulation can lead to leaflet fibrosis and calcification that progress to sclerosis and stenosis [140, 150] . VECs suppress VIC pathological differentiation into α-SMA positive myofibroblasts, an effect that is enhanced by exposure of the endothelium to flow-induced shear stress [151] . VECs also undergo endothelial-mesenchymal transformations during valve development and may replenish VIC populations [152] . For these reasons, there is hope that endothelial cell recruitment to valve scaffolds can lead to functional VEC leaflet coating and EMT-based repopulation of interstitium. Because circulating endothelial progenitors are rare [153] , a strategy based on endothelial recruitment from vascular structures adjacent to the implanted scaffold seems favorable. Fibrous scaffolds may provide structural cues required to initiate endothelial cell recruitment either from circulating blood or from the border zone adjacent to implanted scaffolds. Fibrous scaffolds may provide structural cues required to initiate endothelial cell recruitment and serve as a substrate to recapitulate the valve interstitium for VIC regulation.
Fibrous scaffold production techniques
Nanofibers with high surface area to volume ratios and small diameters mimic ECM structure, thus providing suitable substrates for regenerative tissue growth. Three prominent nanofiber scaffold production methods are illustrated in Fig. 5 including decellularization of tissues ( Fig. 5A ), electrospinning (Fig. 5B ), and force spinning (Fig. 5C ). The respective advantages and disadvantages of these methods are outlined in Table 8 , and properties of fibrous scaffolds produced by these methods are listed in Table 9 . Structural properties such as fiber diameter size, thickness, and porosity are tuned in these scaffolds to allow cellular integration and tissue formation. The biomechanical composition of scaffolds is tailored to recapitulate the native tissue chemistry and mechanics as instructive cues for specific tissue formation. For example, heart valve tissue scaffold porosity must be tuned to allow cell infiltration but limit vascularization while an elastic material (i.e. elastin) oriented radially will provide scaffold recoil and a strong material (i.e. collagen) oriented circumferentially will provide structural integrity. Although decellularized tissues and organs provide 3D substrates for tissue regeneration, the lack of experimental control over constituent components hinders reproducibility of scaffold composition and reduces predictability of cell response to the scaffold. Emerging fiber production techniques aim to overcome these limitations using a "bottomup" approach to scaffold engineering where each scaffold component (e.g., ECM bioproteins) and structure is precisely controlled. Peak shortening at the middle ventricular level about the circumference 15% ± 4 to 19% ± 5 [134] 18% ± 3 to 26% ± 3 [133] Longitudinal peak shortening about the middle LV circumference at midwall 12% ± 5 to 13% ±6 [134] 16% ± 3 to 18% ±3 [133] 3.1. Decellularized extracellular matrix fibrous scaffolds
The decellularization of allogeneic or xenogeneic tissues may be the most structurally and compositionally relevant method to fabricate fibrous scaffolds for regenerative tissue engineering (Fig. 5A) . A fully decellularized tissue, in theory, will retain the fibrous, three dimensional structure and organization of its constituent protein ECM providing the exact scaffolding framework of a specific organ [166] . Decellularizing tissues is rooted in the successes of transplanted cadaveric and donor tissues; by further removing the native cells of a transplant tissue, the aim is to avoid the risk of rejection and be able to "customize" the tissue with a different native or stem cell based population of cells [164] . Physical, chemical and enzymatic treatments are used to decellularize tissues [167, 168] , including lungs [169] , kidneys [170] , heart [171] , bone [172] , and vasculature [173] . Recently, a detergent based treatment protocol using both antegrade and retrograde perfusion through the native tissue vasculature at low relative physiological pressures was published for the effective decellularization of whole hearts, lungs, and kidneys [174] . The maintained vasculature of decellularized tissues provides not only the necessary access to the tissue for decellularization, but also serves as a recellularization conduit and nutrient transport system in the regenerating tissue. Reseeded, whole heart scaffolds produced by perfusion methods have even been shown to develop immature organ-level function in vitro such as electrical conduction and mechanical function (pumping/contraction) of the reseeded heart [175, 176] . The return of some organ level function demonstrates that decellularized tissues may provide a viable source of fibrous scaffold with the architectural and compositional cues necessary to potentiate tissue regeneration.
Although decellularized tissues and organs can provide fibrous scaffolds that resemble native structure and biochemical composition, matching these properties to specific patient needs is challenging. The matrix necessary and sufficient to activate immature resident stem cell populations and regulate the development of these cells into mature tissues remains unclear and is not controlled experimentally when leaflets to open, allowing blood to enter the aorta. The reversed pressure gradient, created when the heart rests in diastole, causes the aortic valve leaflets to close, preventing retrograde blood flow into the heart. Circumferential collagen alignment allows the leaflets to stretch in the radial direction while providing the tensile strength required to prevent leaflet prolapse. Loss of ECM organization associated with fibrocalcific diseased state. Reprinted from [148] with permission from Macmillan Publishers Limited; (B) Schematic cross-sectional view of a valve leaflet showing fibrosa, F, spongiosa, S, and ventricularis, V, layers. Circumferential collagen alignment in the fibrosa and radial elastin alignment in the ventricularis are indicated; (C) Left: Stretched cusps and the mapped collagen fiber network. Right: A 3D view from the aortic side of collagen fiber maps and associated maximum principal stress contours plotted on the deformed structure during diastole. Reprinted from [144] with permission from ASME. using developmentally mature decellularized tissues. Furthermore, there exist many unique processing methods that attempt to sufficiently decellularize the tissue while minimizing ECM deterioration and aberrant host inflammatory responses [177, 178] . This diversity in the field has resulted in a lack of minimum standards for determining successful decellularization and host reactions to organ-or tissue-based fibrous scaffolds [167] .
Synthetically produced fibrous scaffolds
Synthetic fibrous scaffold production and evaluation can be subject to higher degrees of manufacturing control than tissue decellularization. This lends itself to the introduction of good manufacturing procedures and increased reproducibility and reliability. The most popular method of fabricating nanofiber scaffolds via synthetic engineering is electrospinning (Fig. 5B) . Electrospinning is the process by which an electrically charged polymer melt or solution is extruded through an orifice, creating a jet that solidifies into nanofibers that are subsequently collected on a substrate [179] . Numerous methods now exist to electrospin nanofibers, including traditional needle arrays and needlefree techniques [25, 26] developed to improve fiber formation and production rates: these include bubble electrospinning [180] and microfluidic electrospinning [181] . Synthetic polymers and biological proteins are electrospun using these techniques independently [182, 183] or in combination [184, 185] . The diversity of electrospinning techniques and electrospun materials has translated to numerous fibrous tissue engineering applications including ligament, tendon, skeletal muscle, skin, blood vessel, and neural scaffolding [186] .
The diversity of electrospinning techniques and applications result from controlled engineering design and fabrication processes. Unlike decellularized tissue scaffolds manufactured using top-down approaches, synthetic electrospun scaffolds are built "bottom-up." Because of this "bottom-up" approach, scaffold characteristics such as fiber diameter [187] , fiber alignment [26] , scaffold porosity for cell infiltration [188] , and macroscopic scaffold geometry [189] can be controlled by simply varying needle diameter, applied needle voltage, flow rate or viscosity of solution/melt, along with a number of other spinning parameters [190] . In addition to control over these physical characteristics, electrospun scaffolds can be bioactively functionalized with the inclusion of drugs [191] or specific growth factors [192] within the fibers to guide host response and endogenous repair mechanisms. Recently, electrically conductive fibers [193] and metabolic sensors [194, 195] have been incorporated into 'smart' electrospun scaffolds for real-time tissue performance monitoring. Since electrospun fibers are built by a "bottom-up," fiber-by-fiber approach, they can be biomechanically tuned and functionalized for specific tissue scaffolding.
However, it is also this fiber-by-fiber approach to creating scaffolds with electrospinning that limits its utility as a manufacturing method. Production rates of electrospun fibers are very low compared to industrial fiber production techniques; the most productive industrial scale electrospinning systems hardly reach kilograms of fibers per hour whereas common industrial scale melt or wet spin fiber production can reach tens of tons of fibers per hour [196] . Although numerous multi-needle setups have been developed to increase fiber production rates [197] , these methods complicate the normally simple electrospinning setup which makes it an attractive manufacturing technique by introducing multiple electric fields and numerous high voltage connections. Additionally, because of this high voltage required to electrospin, material and solvent choice for electrospinning is limited to polymers that are soluble in conductive solvents. This is particularly restrictive for electrospinning regenerative scaffolds made of or including protein due to the detrimental effects of voltage and solvent on protein three dimensional structure [198] . Melt-electrospinning processes have been developed to address the limitations of solvents [199] , though the resultant fibers generated are commonly on the order of microns in diameter and the high temperature of the melt process likely has a denaturing effect on electrospun proteins and stability of synthetic polymers. Production rate and material manufacturing limitations have limited the translation of electrospun fibrous scaffolds to industrial-scale production.
In order to overcome the manufacturing limitations of electrospinning, force-based fiber fabrication via rotary jet spinning (RJS) [28] was developed for the fabrication of fibrous scaffolds (Fig. 5C ). RJS uses the centrifugal forces developed in a rotating reservoir perforated with a single or multiple micron-scale orifices to circumferentially extrude nanofibers from solution. By varying polymer solution and spinning parameters (e.g. solution viscosity, rotation rate and extrusion speed), nanofiber properties such as fiber diameter and alignment can easily be controlled using the RJS fabrication technique [200] . Production rates achievable by a single force driven system (~100 g/h) are roughly two orders of magnitude higher than similarly scaled electrospinning systems. Collagen and gelatin nanofibers are rapidly fabricated with the RJS both with and without mixing with synthetic polymers to tune mechanical properties and degradation profiles of scaffolds [29] . In addition to collagen and gelatin, the high shear forces developed in the orifice of the RJS reservoir during extrusion has been exploited to initiate fibrillogenesis of beta sheet rich proteins such as silk to produce insoluble, pure protein nanofibers without the need of post-processing crosslinking [201] . Overcoming the production rate limitations of electrospinning while maintaining, and even increasing, the versatility of spinning materials, RJS and similar force spinning techniques [202] bring synthetic nanofiber based scaffold fabrication processes closer to true manufacturing and clinical translation.
The challenge of any synthetic fiber fabrication technology is building the global, three dimensional structure of the target cardiac tissue; that is, the three dimensional collection of fibers. Because of the "bottom-up" approach of synthetic fibrous scaffold fabrication, building from the nano and micron scales of single fibers to the macro-scale geometries of scaffold tissues requires innovative, cumulative fiber collection techniques. Using electrically grounded plates, cylindrical mandrels, and other specially shaped columnar collectors for example, Pulmonary valve tissue engineering [216] (continued on next page) various geometries can be manufactured via electrospinning fibers to achieve specific tubular fibrous structures. These innovative fiber collection strategies suggest that full multiscale recapitulation of tissue and organ structures will soon be possible using nanofiber production platforms such as electrospinning and force spinning.
Cardiac tissue repair using fibrous scaffolds
The overall strategy for designing synthetic cardiac tissues using bioinspired nanofibrous scaffolds is summarized in Fig. 6 . Given the complexity involved in assessing the quality of traditional tissue engineered products that are seeded, cultured, and conditioned in vitro, how practical-logistically-is their translation to common usage in the clinic? There are currently no standardized guidelines for determining the fitness of engineered heart tissues, although attempts to use computer algorithms relying on gene expression profiles, structural phenotyping, and statistical combination of structural and functional measurements have been proposed to allow reliable, quantitative comparison [44] [45] [46] 220] . The appropriate cell sources at the necessary seeding densities must be identified, customized bioreactors built, optimization of conditioning parameters established, and standards for desired tissue growth established before implantation can be attempted. This level of in vitro customization results in high cost and time to clinic for a tissue engineered scaffold [220] [221] [222] , limiting the success of the process and product. Traditional tissue engineered scaffolds that are seeded with cells in vitro are evaluated by a number of biological parameters such as how the cells adhere to and penetrate the scaffold, what and when phenotypic changes occur, the metabolic activity of the cells/tissue, [28] Force spinning (RJS)
Poly(ε-caprolactone)-gelatin ▪ Fiber diameter:~0.4-1.5 μm dependent on polymer:protein ratio (increasing with increasing protein content) ▪ Fiber alignment:~0.9-0.5 orientation order parameter, dependent on polymer:protein ratio (decreasing with increasing protein content) ▪ Stiffness (75/25 PCL/gelatin):~15 MPa ▪ Stiffness (PCL):~300 MPa Cardiac tissue engineering [29] Fig. 6 . Overview of bio-inspired fibrous scaffold fabrication for cardiac tissue engineering. Native cardiac tissue structure and function provide design criteria for engineered fibrous scaffolds. Synthetic vessel, valve, and myocardial scaffolds have each been produced: (i) Electrospun 3D nanofibrous tubes with controllable architectures. Reprinted from [218] with permission from American Chemical Society Publications. (ii) Electrospun trileaflet valve scaffold. Reprinted from [219] with permission from Elsevier; (iii) confocal micrograph electrospun scaffolds seeded with H9C2 cardiomyoblasts demonstrating cell alignment (green: F-actin (phalloidin), blue: nuclei (DAPI)), inset shows an atomic force microscopic (AFM) image of the scaffold's 3D surface topography. Scanning area is 50 × 50 μm. Reprinted from [212] with permission from Elsevier; and (iv) valve interstitial cells infiltrating electrospun scaffolds (SEM colored).
Reprinted from [217] with permission from Elsevier. and how the cells/tissue function in vitro [108] . How these parameters change over time depends on the scaffold, cells, culture conditions, bioreactors, and time in culture which are unique to each application and are likely to change dramatically post implant. By focusing on cell-free scaffolds, we can apply well defined quality metrics to the scaffold itself [223, 224] . Scaffold qualities that include mechanics, biochemical composition, porosity, fiber alignment, three dimensional architecture, and cargo release profiles can be precisely and quantitatively measured. Fabricating cell-free scaffolds from the ground up (i.e. using as few biochemical components as are necessary) not only provides precisely measurable quality control metrics but also simplifies the hostresponse problem by narrowing the parameter space.
Heart structure following injury or disease
Scaffolds designed for cardiac repair aim to improve upon the body's limited endogenous repair mechanisms. Heart failure is often associated with tissue fibrosis and scarring [34] and fibrosis throughout the cardiovascular system leads to maladaptive remodeling and inefficient function of myocardial, valve, and vascular tissues. Fibrosis in the myocardium due to infarct can cause hypertrophic expansion of the ventricles leading to poor contractile efficiency and reduced cardiac output. Fibrosis of the cardiac valves can lead to calcification, resulting in stenosis and/or insufficiency and reduced cardiac output. Repairing and preventing the structural remodeling resulting from these pathological conditions require that synthetic scaffolds provide the biological cues necessary to direct cellular activity in a manner that inhibits or reverses scar formation.
Myofibroblasts are the primary ECM-secreting cells during wound healing and fibrosis [221] . The transition of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts is an early event in hypertensive heart disease and following myocardial infarction [34] that is regulated in part by mechanical tension and increased expression of renin-angiotensin-aldosterone (RAAS) hormones, endothelin-1, and transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) [5, 222] . Altered balance of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP)s and their inhibitors (tissue inhibitor MMP, TIMP) can stiffen the ECM [34] , which is known to alter myocyte shape and contractile function [8] . Post-injury remodeling of the myocardium is associated with disrupted excitation-contraction coupling [34] and increased risk for arrhythmogenesis [223] . Functional restoration of cardiac tissues therefore requires strategies that regulate these factors and produce outcomes that are superior to scarring.
Fibrous scaffolds for myocardial tissue regeneration
Fibrous scaffolds have been designed for myocardial tissue engineering and patching to restore partial contractile function to infarcted ventricular myocardium. Many of these approaches support the benefit of using ECM-inspired nanofibrous scaffolds to mimic native tissue anisotropy and thereby enhance cell assembly into functional contractile myocardial tissues. Utilization of ECM proteins that are typically found in the native tissue is postulated to serve as a promising strategy for designing fibrous scaffolds optimized for myocardial repair. For example, Serpooshan et al. [224] demonstrated that an engineered acellular scaffold comprising type I collagen grafted onto the infarcted myocardium in adult murine hearts immediately after ligation of left anterior descending artery significantly protected the cardiac tissue from injury at the anatomical and functional levels. Patched ventricles showed attenuated left ventricular remodeling, diminished fibrosis, and formation of a network of interconnected blood vessels within the infarct (Table 10 ). These studies provide strong evidence that acellular biomaterials with ECM-like properties can modulate endogenous repair mechanisms and attenuate pathological remodeling to improve heart function following myocardial infarction.
Further efforts attempted to combine the cell-instructive capabilities of natural ECM proteins with the enhanced structural stability of biodegradable polymers to form so-called "bio-hybrid" nanofibers. Electrospinning is the most widely used method for biohybrid cardiac patch production (Table 10) and several studies have demonstrated enhanced structure and function of engineered cardiac tissues by further doping the scaffold with electrically conductive materials [225, 226] . For example, Dvir et al. [225] observed improved contractile synchronicity in cardiac tissues that were grown in porous alginate scaffolds that contained gold nanowires compared to alginate scaffolds alone. More recently, Kharaziha et al. [226] reported stronger spontaneous and synchronous beating behavior (3.5-fold lower excitation threshold and 2.8-fold higher maximum capture rate) of cardiac tissues grown on aligned poly(-glycerol sebacate):gelatin (PG) electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds that contained carbon nanotubes compared to those cultured on PG scaffold alone. These studies provide a glimpse into the potential that nanofibrous scaffolds have to serve as substrates as bioactive myocardial patches.
The use of cells and bioactive molecules to target endogenous repair mechanisms for cardiac repair was recently reviewed by Hastings et al. [227] . They noted that acellular material-based molecule delivery strategies do not require cell engraftment prior to implantation and can aid in clinical translation. They reviewed the potential to load small molecules such as prostaglandins and pyrvinium pamoate, RNA therapeutics, growth factors and proteins into biomaterial matrices provided that the release kinetics can be controlled. A variety of molecules have been successfully loaded into fiber scaffolds, including antibiotics and antibacterial agents, anticancer drugs, protein, DNA, RNA, and growth factors, and their release kinetics determined [228] . Drug release from electrospun fibers can be controlled by engineering nanofibers that undergo alterations in response to pH, temperature, light, electric fields, or combined stimuli [229] . The incorporation of these components into nanofiber scaffolds enhances cardiac repair by mitigating host rejection and promoting successful engraftment. For example, controlled delivery of FGF1 and neuregulin-1 growth factors promoted cardiac repair in a rat myocardial infarction model [230] and an angiogenic factor, FGF2, combined with an antiinflammatory cytokine, interleukin-10, synergistically enhanced ischemic heart repair [231] . The incorporation of anti-inflammatory agents is an important consideration in the design of biomaterial scaffolds for therapeutic applications, but determining the most effective method to release the most relevant combination of factors is a continuing challenge [232] .
Although electrospinning is the most commonly used method for nanofiber production, force extrusion is emerging as an alternative with a number of production advantages, such as higher throughput. For example, Bursac et al. [233] created aligned 3D polymer scaffolds by casting poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) on extrusion-spun fibrous sucrose templates. They used a cotton candy machine to extrude sucrose fibers that were then manually stretched and pressed to form thin sheets. The sucrose templates were coated with PLGA solutions and the sucrose was leached out leaving PLGA scaffolds that were coated with fibronectin to promote cell adhesion to the scaffolds. Neonatal rat cardiac cells cultured on these scaffolds aligned and interconnected to form multiple bundles that exhibited anisotropic electrophysiological properties. Conduction velocity anisotropy ratios of 2 obtained after 2 weeks of culture were in agreement with those previously measured in neonatal ventricles. Given these early demonstrations of successful cardiac patch production and appreciating that force-spinning is a rapidly evolving technology platform [28, 29, 200] , we expect these methods will be increasingly applied to myocardial tissue engineering.
Fibrous scaffolds for valve replacement
In contrast to mechanical or bioprosthetic heart valves, fibrous constructs preserve multiscale features of natural valves and possess the ability to promote endogenous remodeling. These 3D fibrous valve scaffolds support cell culture and matrix remodeling in response to physiologically-relevant flows and pressures when cultured in vitro [240] or in vivo [241] . Implantation of non-endothelialized heart valve constructs into non-human primates resulted in nearly confluent endothelialization after just 4 weeks in vivo [242] , suggesting that endothelialization prior to implantation may not be necessary. This is important because reducing long-term in vitro culture and conditioning simplifies design and testing and reduces risk of infection. Engineered valve scaffolds that are either seeded with patient-derived stem cells or implanted cell-free may overcome the limitations of immunogenic rejection reported for xenogenic or allogenic transplants. Importantly, they are not dependent on the availability of healthy human donor tissue and may be tailored to patient-specific needs. This is especially true for cell-free scaffolds for which informed design, based on patient data, scaffold fabrication and implantation can be achieved in less than a day. It may also be possible to implant these scaffolds using minimally invasive procedures. For example, Weber et al. [240] confirmed that the structure of tissue engineered valves based on a synthetic biodegradable PGA/polyester composite matrix was not affected by crimping, suggesting the feasibility of stented, catheter implantation. Although further study is required to assess the long-term function of these scaffolds in vivo, mounting evidence suggests that cell-free or minimally tissue engineered personalized valve scaffolds can provide immediate functional restoration with the potential for in vivo remodeling and improved host integration.
Design challenges and future directions
We began this review with the question can we build a heart? in order to provide a frame of reference for defining the aspects of heart function and disease that are being addressed using tissue engineering. Model cardiac tissue components that recapitulate portions of cardiac tissue structure and function have been engineered for both in vitro and in vivo applications. The design and build of these tissues are guided by what we observe and measure in the native tissue which likewise provides functional quality standards for their evaluation. The challenge moving forward is to establish goal-directed production based on clearly defined design criteria and benchmarks for success. To accomplish this, we must further define and determine scaling of the minimal, essential structures and functions of the native heart that need to be recapitulated. Tables such as those reported here instruct us on how to build cardiac tissue components as well as how to evaluate whole-organ function but we lack the understanding on how to translate between the two. Further, it is necessary to develop quantitative metrics that allow robust measurement and comparison of the parameters that define heart function. Computational algorithms allow quantitative assessment of traditionally qualitative measurements of biological form and function, such as calculation of global sarcomere alignment [45] or nuclear eccentricity [220] from fluorescence micrographs. Machine learning and statistical approaches for integrating the values from a variety of biochemical, structural, and functional experimental measurements into a single quality assessment score will allow comprehensive and reliable determination of engineered tissue quality [44, 46, 108] . As our knowledge of cardiac physiology grows, it would be of great utility to tabulate these data into a unified, digital repository that can be used to take a systems biology approach to defining comprehensive, clinically-relevant criteria for guiding the design of engineered cardiac tissues. Despite advances in our knowledge of the structure and mechanics of the heart, and improvements in the materials and production methods used to manufacture synthetic scaffolds, post-implantation monitoring of scaffold remodeling and performance will be challenging. Assessment of cell infiltration, scaffold degradation, degree of vascularization and remodeling can be accomplished with histological analysis following explantation. However, this type of analysis often requires termination of the growing scaffold/tissue complex. Real-time, nondestructive imaging and functional analysis methodologies capable of assessing engineered tissue performance in situ are needed to reveal the true time-dependent nature of the remodeling. Clinical diagnostic tools such as magnetic resonance imaging techniques (MRI) [225] , computerized tomography (CT) [226] , fluorescence imaging techniques [227] , and echo/Doppler techniques may be useful to track scaffold/tissue growth and integration. Furthermore, fibrous scaffolds manufactured with dopants like magnetic or conductive nanoparticles can potentially be instrumented within the scaffold fibers during fabrication allowing for external, non-destructive monitoring of scaffold/tissue performance.
The need for vascularization strategies in tissue engineering was recognized early on [243] and remains a key challenge in the field [244] [245] [246] . The initiation of healthy angiogenesis has been and continues to be a primary concern for any implanted scaffold, from amorphous hydrogels [247] to highly aligned fibrous scaffolds. If, during the remodeling of the scaffold, angiogenesis is not initiated, the thickness of the tissue formed will be restricted to the diffusion limit of oxygen and nutrients from the surrounding vasculature (~200 μm thick) [245] . To overcome this, scaffolds such as those designed for cardiac or skeletal muscle that require substantial thickness will benefit from the inclusion of angiogenic growth factors or initiators such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) to promote endogenous vascularization [248] [249] [250] . However, thicker scaffolds will not only need to be chemically and biologically designed to initiate angiogenesis, but must also be physically designed to allow for vessel infiltration. The porosity of a fibrous scaffold is therefore a critical design parameter for supporting vascularization of engineered tissues. For thicker scaffolds designed for myocardial repair, high porosity will be crucial for long-term, full regeneration. However, for tissues such as cardiac valves that must remain thin to be optimally functional, a balance between porosity levels high enough for cell infiltration but low enough to prevent vascularization will need to be achieved.
A similar balance and tuning of scaffold biochemical and mechanical properties will likewise need to be achieved to initiate an ideal inflammatory host response that will eventually promote healthy tissue regeneration. Defining the "healthy" level of inflammation is non-trivial: what is the minimal response to initiate endogenous tissue regeneration within the scaffold but not scarring or complete rejection? During the inflammatory phase of healing, matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activation produces ECM fragments with potent pro-inflammatory actions affecting fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and leukocytes [42] . A key aim for cardiac regeneration strategies is the identification of signaling pathways that can be used to manage post-infarction inflammation, prevent excessive matrix degradation and attenuate adverse remodeling that leads to scar formation [251] . To accomplish this, anti-inflammatory, biologically-derived polymers [252] and synthetic anti-inflammatory drugs [253] have been incorporated directly into fibrous scaffolds. However, increasing the complexity of fibrous scaffolds by including more components, dopants, and cargo, may increase the risk for chronic inflammation and rejection. For example, instrumenting dopants such as conductive nanoparticles or nanotubes may cause chronic inflammation or toxicity [254] , likely dependent on where the scaffold is implanted. Controlling the inflammatory and angiogenic responses of the body are important design considerations of fibrous scaffolds moving forward and will require substantial investigation into the basic science of regenerative cellular processes. The advantage of using synthetically produced fibrous scaffolds compared to decellularized tissues is particularly evident here, as they are built from the bottom-up, adding only the components that are essential to a given application and can be thoroughly tested for their capacity to induce an immunological response.
In addition to these basic science 'design' challenges, the industrial manufacturability of fibrous tissue engineered products is an important, often overlooked consideration that continues to limit their translation to the clinic. Manufacturing scalability, storage, and shelf-life optimization, as well as, the establishment and implementation of quality control standards are hurdles for clinical translation and the development of reproducible in vitro assays. The importance of quality control and process validation, utilizing the scientific method to improve manufacturing process performance, was first proposed in the 1930s [255] . The implementation of statistics-based quality management practices over the decades since has led to substantial improvements in manufacturing efficiency and product quality in a wide range of manufacturing sectors because it provides insight about when a process is drifting out of control, a critical advantage over subjective, judgment-based assessment [256] . Statistical quality control inspection practices have been refined into a quality control paradigm commonly known as "Six Sigma" that has been successfully utilized to minimize the occurrence of product defects by holding process variation to one-sixth the difference between process mean and the upper/lower design specification limits [256] . Multi-parameter statistical quality assessment strategies for stem cell manufacturing [45, 46] have already been implemented as well. We suggest the same can be done for fibrous tissue engineered products. Quantitative determination of standardized values for parameters such as fiber diameter, thickness, pore size, stiffness, and permeability similar to what is seen in decellularized ECM matrices (Table 9 ) will facilitate manufacturing and allow for standardized comparison. The adoption of these practices and standards will also accelerate products through the regulatory pathway if they are implemented early on in the development process. The translation of fibrous scaffolds into products with real patient impact will require a fusion of basic science and industrial manufacturing principles incorporated into the engineering design process.
Conclusion
In this review, we address the question, can we build a heart? Currently, mechanical ventricular assists and electronic pacemakers are able to restore the basic pumping functionality of the heart, and mechanical or fixed tissue valves can restore one-way flow functionality to damaged cardiac valves. However, prosthetic devices are only capable of sustaining basic function, and are not able to respond to dynamic changes in physiological demand. The heart is a living organ, capable of adapting its functional performance according to changing demands. By recapitulating the structure of the native heart using fibrous ECM scaffolds, it may be possible to build engineered heart tissues from cells that self-organize according to the guidance cues provided by the ECM into constructs capable of the physiological profile of native heart tissues. Despite current limitations, we have begun to define the multiscale, developmental, structural, and functional design criteria necessary to faithfully recapitulate the essential components of a working heart. Methods for mimicking the fibrous ECM of the myocardium, such as decellularized tissue, electrospinning, and force spinning, provide the manufacturing methods and materials to build heart parts with relevant compositions and architectures for both in vitro and in vivo applications. In vitro platforms based on engineered cardiac tissues will increasingly be used to discover therapeutics and tandem approaches to implantable devices will facilitate host integration. However, incorporating bioactive components within scaffolds to enhance their cell-instructive capabilities presents new challenges for safety and efficacy regulation when therapeutic applications are considered. Diverse roles played by the ECM in regulating thrombosis, inflammation, angiogenesis, and mediating interaction between multiple cell types are largely unexplored in these systems. Although valve replacement with fibrous scaffolds may be achieved in the short term, the use of these scaffolds for myocardial repair requires further study in vitro and in vivo. Further elucidation of the interactions between myocardial cells and bioartificial scaffolds will allow the fabrication of myocardial tissue models that can be more successfully applied to basic cardiology, and drug discovery. Although routine clinical use of engineered scaffolds for cardiac tissue repair has yet to be achieved, our ability to recreate the heart from engineered component parts is continually advancing.
